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Abstract--This paper proposes a new control strategy for
three-phase shunt active power filter that is capable to operate
under three-wire or four-wire systems. It is based on Source
Instantaneous Power. The principle of this control method is to
eliminate undesired source currents. Calculation of source
instantaneous power is needed to determine instantaneous power
component that may not be created by the source. This
calculation only needs source currents and phase information so
the amount of sensors can be minimized. This control method can
force source currents nearly sinusoidal and have unity power
factor. Application in four-wire system will reduce neutral
current at source side. Simulation is done to verify analysis.
Index Terms—active power filter (APF), instantaneous real
power, instantaneous reactive power,

I. INTRODUCTION
HE use of diode and thyristor rectifiers have been
growing rapidly and they cause harmonic impacts
seriously in power systems. Harmonic current producing
loads will cause additional losses, lower power factor, higher
distortion, etc. Passive power filtering as a conventional
method to compensate for these harmonics has some
disadvantages because these exhibit lower impedance at
tuned frequencies than the source impedance to reduce the
harmonic currents flowing to the source.
Shunt active power filters that have been researched since
two last decades are alternative ways to compensate for the
harmonics. PWM converter as a core in a shunt active power
filter acts as a controlled current source to inject undesired
currents to the systems. Active power filters have been applied
in power systems to improve power quality degradation
caused by nonlinear loads. Most of active power filters’
control methods are based on extraction of harmonic
components by using the imaginary p-q theory proposed by
Akagi due to its advantages and superiority. Commonly, it
needs to sense load currents to obtain compensated current
references and detection of the output currents of PWM
converter is also necessary in order to track the compensated
current references [1], [2]. These are also suitable only for
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three-phase three-wire systems with ideal source voltages. For
application under nonideal source voltage, is proposed in [3].
Aredes extended this theory to three phase with neutral wire
application [4]. The authors have proposed a new control
method of shunt active power filter for three-phase four-wire
systems which is based on the source instantaneous power [5].
This control strategy can assure the source currents always
sinusoidal and balanced although under unbalanced and/or
distorted mains voltages, this is also able to minimize the
neutral current in source side. Because only detection of
source currents are needed and it doesn’t need to detect
compensating currents of power filter or load currents, this
control method can reduce the amount of current sensors
In this paper, a proposed source instantaneous power based
control method of a shunt active power filter for three-phase
systems is described. This control method will be
implemented in three-phase three-wire and four-wire systems.
Compensation of zero-sequence power that only appears in
four-wire systems is analyzed as comparison to three-wire
application. Simulation results show the effectiveness of the
proposed control method.
II. SOURCE INSTANTANEOUS POWER BASED CONTROL
METHOD
Fig.1 shows a three-phase shunt active power filter (APF)
that implement PWM converter connected in parallel with
three-phase three-wire or four-wire nonlinear load using a
control method that based on source instantaneous power
(SIP). This shunt active power filter will inject undesired
currents to make the source currents nearly sinusoidal with
unity power factor. Application of this APF in four-wire
system will reduce neutral current. To apply the proposed
control method, it needs source current quantities and source
voltage’s phase information that is used to make three phase
sinusoidal waveforms with unity amplitude and in phase with
respect to source voltages (representative source voltages).
The principle of this SIP based control method is to
calculate undesired source instantaneous power that contain ac
~

component of instantaneous real power p s and instantaneous
reactive power q s . By eliminating this type of power, the
source only creates dc component of instantaneous real power
__

p s that corresponds to active currents.

